Trump Dampens Macron Optimism on Iran Talks

Israel Says Air Strike in Syria Sent ‘No Immunity’ Message to Iran

Tens of Thousands of Rohingya Mark ‘Genocide Day’ Amid Tensions in Bangladesh Camps
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Iranian FM Arrives to Biarritz Where G7 Leaders Discuss Fate of Nuclear Deal

Israeli Air Force Strikes Syrian Terrorists "In Airstrike" amid Tensions in Golan Heights

North Korea Tests New ‘Super-Large’ Rocket Launcher

Extinction Bites: Countries Agree to Protect Sharks and Rays

Barrett, FRANCE - U.S. President Donald Trump appeared to brush aside France's efforts to mediate with Iran on Sunday, saying that while he was happy for President Emmanuel Ma- cron to reach out to Tehran to defuse tensions he would carry on with his own initiatives.

European leaders have struggled to push down trumped-up tensions between the United States and Iran since Trump pulled his country out of the international-nuclear-deal, which collapsed after the US withdrew, and imposed new sanctions on the OPEC's leading oil exporter.

Macron, who has pushed mediation efforts in recent weeks to avoid a further deterioration in the region, had told EU officials on Thursday that the G7 had agreed on Iran policy, saying that the French president and his leaders had even agreed that Macron should hold talks and pass on messages to Iran after they discussed the issue over dinner at a summit in southwestern France.

Trump replied that the French initiative "made no sense" and "we have not moved forward on it yet at all".

"One reason for the meeting in Paris was to begin the process of putting together a plan of action to defuse the situation in the Middle East," Trump said.

"I have a very good relationship with President Macron. He is a great friend of mine, a very good friend of mine," he added.

"We'll be working very hard on Iran," he added, but did not elaborate on what this meant.

Trump and Macron both met with the leaders of France's Islamic community earlier this week.

"I think there's a lot of pressure on us to do something," Trump said.

"My main goal is to never have a war with Iran. If I can do that, that's great. But I'd also rather never have a war with anyone. I'm a very peaceful person. I don't like war," he added.

Trump also said that Iran was more interested in "peace right now".

But he added, "We'll see what happens. It will be an easy move for us."

Borrell, VALENCIA – Pope Francis today prayed to God that the Amazon forest is vital for our Earth and is part of the planet’s life support system.

"There are many questions there, whether what the Amazon forest is vital for our Earth and is part of the planet’s life support system. There are many questions there, whether what the Amazon forest is vital for our Earth and is part of the planet’s life support system," said the pontiff, who was visiting the region.

He added that the region had "a special vocation" and that the region was "a true treasure of the Earth".

"The Amazon forest is vital for our Earth and is part of the planet’s life support system," he said.

"The Amazon forest is vital for our Earth and is part of the planet’s life support system," he concluded.
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